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Democrats’ Legislative Agenda
Could Begin With $2K Payments, Relief, &
Infrastructure Totaling $3 Trillion
Summary

• We expect the legislative agenda for the Democrats to move quickly 
and include substantial relief that could contain meaningful, direct, and 
unencumbered aid for state and local governments.

• There is a preliminary report noting that President-elect Joe Biden is 
considering a proposal that would follow through on the delivery of a $2,000 
payment to select individuals and include a $3 trillion relief and infrastructure 
package. This is not a surprise.

• What is coming as a surprise is that Democrats are already facing inter-party 
disagreements about the legislative agenda. Senator Joe Manchin (D from 
West Virginia) has already voiced opposition to the idea of $2,000 stimulus 
checks. The Democrats' “Blue Wave” is perhaps not as durable as initially 
expected.

• Additionally, we expect any of the items formerly included in the HEROES 
Act or Moving Forward Act could be included in the $3 trillion package. This 
package could include municipal bond-friendly elements like the return of 
tax-exempt advance refundings and a sequester-proof BAB-like infrastructure 
bond program.

• We will update our $375 billion 2021 issuance forecast. We now expect to 
see 2021 primary market municipal bond issuance that is between $500 and 
$600 billion. There is a small chance we could see just over $600 billion. We 
expect to publish our updated forecast by the end of the month.

Expect Boost to Economy and Municipal Bond Market from Congress
The polls in the days leading up to the Jan. 5 Georgia runoff elections were close, and 
now the final results are in, with the outcome even closer than the polls indicated. The 
conclusion of the Jan. 5, 2021 runoff elections for both Georgia Senate seats were in 
favor of the Democratic challengers. Democratic control of the House, Senate, and 
White House paves the way for an active and pro-spend legislative program. The near-
term consequence of the Democrats’ legislative agenda, if executed, could provide a 
significant boost to the economy and the municipal bond market.

Democrats Won the Georgia Runoff Elections
Senator Kelly Loeffler (R) conceded to Reverend Raphael Warnock (D) two days after 
the Tuesday results were recorded. Senator David Perdue (R) has not conceded, but 
the incumbent remains down by 40,000 votes to Jon Ossoff (D) with 99% of the vote 
tabulated. If Ossoff’s lead remains, a recount would be unlikely as the margin of victory 
is higher that what could allow the incumbent to request a recheck.

Democrats Control White House and the 117th Congress
There is now a 50-50 split in the U.S. Senate. Vice President-elect Kamala Harris, also 
the President of the Senate, would be the deciding vote if needed according to the 
Constitution. There have been 268 tiebreaking votes since 1789 by 36 different vice 
presidents.  
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that President-elect Joe Biden is 
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infrastructure package.

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__thehill.com_homenews_senate_533355-2Dmanchin-2Dshoots-2Ddown-2Dproposed-2Dround-2Dof-2D2k-2Dchecks-2Dabsolutely-2Dnot&d=DwMFJg&c=abK11udh6PlWN3TVSWGQRULdleTbsQSaivPZUSIxKIM&r=7-8Fgc9UW0O5W7pWgdiNcfuGIYm3_ACiIOIjBH5qvkKzEsIxuHuwQeAY2J1NThfU&m=y4Bz1YmY4IlPAsBkD-0rHxh1vOGc2a6ve6kSVPIsmeI&s=xV-2a_18TRdgKSiwjAxg2_OFYYSDlzjEe8VsbS1rzoQ&e=
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https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__thehill.com_homenews_senate_533355-2Dmanchin-2Dshoots-2Ddown-2Dproposed-2Dround-2Dof-2D2k-2Dchecks-2Dabsolutely-2Dnot&d=DwMFJg&c=abK11udh6PlWN3TVSWGQRULdleTbsQSaivPZUSIxKIM&r=7-8Fgc9UW0O5W7pWgdiNcfuGIYm3_ACiIOIjBH5qvkKzEsIxuHuwQeAY2J1NThfU&m=y4Bz1YmY4IlPAsBkD-0rHxh1vOGc2a6ve6kSVPIsmeI&s=xV-2a_18TRdgKSiwjAxg2_OFYYSDlzjEe8VsbS1rzoQ&e=
https://www.cnn.com/2021/01/07/politics/georgia-senate-runoff-loeffler-warnock/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2021/01/07/politics/georgia-senate-runoff-loeffler-warnock/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2021/01/07/politics/georgia-senate-runoff-loeffler-warnock/index.html
https://www.senate.gov/pagelayout/reference/four_column_table/Tie_Votes.htm#:~:text=%22The%20Vice%20President%20of%20the,breaking%20votes%20have%20been%20cast.
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It does not happen very often that one party controls the White House and both 
chambers of Congress. The Republicans ran the table from 2017-2019 and from 2003-
2005 and then again in 2005-2007. But you’d have to go back to the Eisenhower 
administration to find the last time before former President George W. Bush that 
Republicans controlled all three.

Democrats last controlled the House and Senate and boasted a sitting president from 
2009 to 2011 under Barack Obama and then again under Bill Clinton in 1993-1995. 
Democrats also possessed control of both chambers during Jimmy Carter’s four-year 
presidency, 1977-1979 and 1979-1981.

This is a unique opportunity. 

Currently, Democratic control is vitally important in order to pass any substantial 
legislation. Anyone who has been watching the logjam in Washington since the 
summer related to COVID-19 relief can attest to that. Substantial legislation is what 
President-elect Biden, soon-to-be Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer and House 
Majority Leader Nancy Pelosi are likely to present in the weeks after the Jan. 20 
inauguration.

Likely Democratic Legislative Agenda for the 177th Congress
What Biden proposed in his Build Back Better economic plan during his campaign 
was big. This plan proposes to spend $7 trillion over 10 years. A Moody’s Analytics 
macroeconomic analysis of the Biden policies project the economy would create 18.6 
million jobs during Biden’s term, and attain average growth of 4.2%.

For now, it seems that Biden and Congressional leaders are setting their sights on two 
major items, neither of which should be considered a surprise. To begin, the Democrats 
would like to:

1. Fulfill the $2,000 coronavirus payment pledge that so many individuals want 
and some need;

2. Follow up individual payments with a $3 trillion relief and infrastructure 
package.

The above two items are a combination of priorities Axios reported that Biden is 
reportedly considering to ask of Congress.

We Compare Next Round of $3 Trillion of Relief With $1.5 Trillion Spent for 
Financial Crisis
Before we get into the details of what could be included in the $3 trillion package, let’s 
first address the absolute amount. A $3 trillion number is substantial. It should not be 
considered unneeded, as we are still in the midst of close to unprecedented times. The 
December 2020 labor market data released today increases the urgency for additional 
federal aid. But, the only reason this $3 trillion may not seem overwhelming is because 
lawmakers have already spent about $4.5 trillion to combat the coronavirus. 

In comparison, Congress spent about $1.5 trillion countering the impact from the 2008 
World Financial Crisis and mortgage market meltdown. Please see table (page 8) and 
content in The Financial Crisis: Lessons for the Next One by Alan Blinder and Mark 
Zandi via the Center for Budget and Policy Priorities. 

Even though $3 trillion is a large number for another round of relief and infrastructure 
stimulus, it is potentially not the last round of Congressional spending we may see or 
need. 

Democratic control is vitally 
important in order to pass any 
substantial legislation. Anyone 
who has been watching the logjam 
in Washington since the summer 
related to COVID-19 relief can attest 
to that. 
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to fulfill the $2,000 coronavirus 
payment pledge and follow up 
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relief and infrastructure package.

Even though $3 trillion is a large 
number for another round of relief 
and infrastructure stimulus, it is 
potentially not the last round of 
Congressional spending we may see 
or need. 

https://joebiden.com/build-back-better/
https://www.moodysanalytics.com/-/media/article/2020/the-macroeconomic-consequences-trump-vs-biden.pdf
https://www.moodysanalytics.com/-/media/article/2020/the-macroeconomic-consequences-trump-vs-biden.pdf
https://www.axios.com/joe-biden-coronavirus-stimulus-congress-142d97d0-8830-4fcc-92a9-7a6f7f103378.html?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=organic&utm_content=1100https://www.axios.com/joe-biden-coronavirus-stimulus-congress-142d97d0-8830-4fcc-92a9-7a6f7f103378.html?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=organic&utm_content=1100
https://www.hilltopsecurities.com/media/4435/hts-economic-commentary_1821.pdf
https://www.hilltopsecurities.com/media/4435/hts-economic-commentary_1821.pdf
https://www.cbpp.org/research/economy/the-financial-crisis-lessons-for-the-next-one
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What Could be Included in the Prospective $3 Trillion Relief and Infrastructure 
Package?
In addition to completing the pledge to deliver $2,000 payments, we think there is 
already a blueprint to what could be included in the Democrats upcoming proposal. 
Items already included in the HEROES Act or Moving Forward Act would be on the 
table and could be potentially included in the $3 trillion relief and infrastructure 
package.

To begin, the House Democrats already proposed and passed (May 2020) an outline for 
what relief could look like in the form of the HEROES Act. Almost $1 trillion of direct, 
unencumbered aid for states and local governments, including cities, was included in 
the HEROES Act. This has been a priority for the Democrats and could be a centerpiece 
for upcoming legislation. This would go far to help manage state and municipal budget 
shortfalls.

Proposed HEROES Act Relief for States & Cities

Type Amount ($ in billions)

State Governments $500

Local Governments 375

U.S. Territories 20

Tribal Governments 20

Total State & Local Relief $915
Source: Summary of legislation and HilltopSecurities.

There were several municipal bond-friendly elements in H.R. 2, or the $1.5 trillion 
Moving Forward Act that House Democrats approved back in June 2020. Any of these 
could be included in the upcoming $3 trillion package proposal. Most notable would 
be the permanent reinstatement of tax-exempt advance refundings and a sequester-
proof Build America Bond (BAB)-like infrastructure bond program.

Preliminary Thoughts: Revising Issuance Forecast for 2021
We will absolutely be revising our 2021 issuance forecast higher sometime this month. 
On Nov. 19 we published that we expected to see about $375 billion of municipal 
bond issuance in 2021. That forecast is outdated because of the fifth phase of 
COVID-19 relief and because of the significant relief and stimulative measures we 
expect to see as part of the Democrats’ legislative agenda. We have not put a specific 
number on our forecast yet. But, we expect that the number will be in the range 
between $500 and $600 billion. There is also a small chance that our 2021 forecast 
could be just over $600 billion.

Items already included in the HEROES 
Act or Moving Forward Act would be 
on the table and could be potentially 
included in the $3 trillion relief and 
infrastructure package.

We will absolutely be revising our 
2021 issuance forecast higher 
sometime this month. We have 
not put a specific number on our 
forecast yet, we expect that the 
number will be in the range between 
$500 and $600 billion.

https://www.hilltopsecurities.com/media/3737/municipal-commentary_51220.pdf
https://www.hilltopsecurities.com/media/3844/municipal-commentary_62220.pdf
https://www.hilltopsecurities.com/media/4325/municipal-commentary_111920-v2.pdf
https://www.hilltopsecurities.com/media/4325/municipal-commentary_111920-v2.pdf
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